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THIS DAY IN REDS HISTORY 
1933-The major leagues agree on a uniform ball, to be livelier than the National League ball and to match the American League 

balls. Owners also agree to ban Sunday doubleheaders until after June 15 
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As Winter Meetings end, Cincinnati Reds want to add starting pitching, center fielder 

Bobby Nightengale, Cincinnati Enquirer  
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At the start of the Winter Meetings, Reds president of baseball operations Dick Williams described their offseason as putting 

together a puzzle. Their checklist included multiple starting pitchers and a center fielder. 

 

After a frenzied week filled with daily trade talks with other teams and chats with agents, members of the Reds’ front office 

returned to Cincinnati with Tanner Roark in the rotation. One move down with more to go before the start of the 2019 season. 

 

How quickly will the Reds make their next moves? 

 

“I don’t know. It’s going to depend on all the other factors,” Reds General Manager Nick Krall said. “It’s hard to gauge that and say 

it’s going to be this exact time frame. Look, I think we’ve made some progress on some things, but who knows how it’s going to 

turn out.” 

 

The Reds have shown interest in free agents Dallas Keuchel, Wade Miley and Matt Harvey. They’ve reportedly checked on trade 

targets Sonny Gray, Alex Wood, Corey Kluber and Trevor Bauer. With room on the payroll, it’s possible they could try to acquire 

more than one starter or a reliever. 

 

“I’d say it will depend on what’s out there on the market, trend,” Williams said. “We’re not necessarily looking for a handedness 

from a pitcher. We’re, I think, focusing on a guy that can get bulk innings will be a big part of it.” 

 

In center field, A.J. Pollock is the top free agent and the Reds had preliminary discussions about him. Their trade discussions with 

the Los Angeles Dodgers have reportedly included Yasiel Puig or Matt Kemp. Both Dodgers players haven’t played center field in 

recent seasons, but the small outfield at Great American Ball Park could allow the Reds to use a non-traditional center fielder. 

 

The Reds added utility player Connor Joe in the Rule 5 Draft and left-handed reliever Robby Scott through a waiver claim. 

 

THE BIG SHIFT DEBATE: One of the popular – and polarizing – topics across baseball this offseason is whether there should be 

rules established about defensive shifts. On the field, they have increased dramatically in recent seasons. 

 

Last season, the sport’s batting average dropped to its lowest level (.248) since 1972. The league has requested feedback from 

managers and front office executives.   

 

“The most important thing is what the fans want,” Reds manager David Bell said. “My opinion, I like the shift because as a 

defensive player and a defensive coach, you want to play where you think the offense is going to hit the ball.” 

 

There were 34,673 defensive shifts on balls in play last season, according to Sports Info Solutions. There were 6,882 in 2013. 

 

“Eliminate them. Do it now,” Kansas City Royals manager Ned Yost said. “You’ve got my vote. I don’t like them. I don’t like the 

shift. I just think that, if they would say, ‘OK, two players have to be,’ I really like the idea of two players on each side of the field, 

you have to keep one foot in the dirt. The shift, for me, has eliminated the single.” 

 

TOUGH CROWD: The National League Central will be viewed as one of the toughest divisions in baseball next season, one of the 

very few divisions without any clear rebuilding teams. 

 



“When I look at our division, it’s so well rounded,” Bell said. “Every single night you go out and it’s going to be a great 

competition from top to bottom. I’ve spent a lot of time in the division, I think it’s the best division for that reason. Just great 

competition. I think anyone has a chance to win this division, I really do.” 

 

Chicago Cubs president Theo Epstein added, “Whoever wins the NL Central, it’s going to be earned, as it should be.” 

 

MINOR LEAGUER SUSPENDED: Reds minor league catcher Hunter Oliver received a 50-game suspension after testing positive 

for amphetamines, the commissioner’s office announced Friday. 

 

Oliver, a 21st-round pick in the MLB Draft last summer, hit .256 with six homers and 20 RBI in 38 games at rookie-level 

Greeneville. 

 

Transactions 
 

12/15/18  

Cleveland Indians traded 1B Yonder Alonso to Chicago White Sox for RF Alex Call. 

 

12/14/18  

Detroit Tigers signed free agent SS Jordy Mercer. 

New York Mets signed free agent RHP Jeurys Familia. 

 

 

 
 


